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WOMENIN COURTLY CULTURE: TEACHINGFROMA CROSS-
CULTURAL PERSPECTIVE
Some years ago I found myself immersed in Lady Murasaki Shikibu's eleventh-
century masterpiece, The Tale ofGenji. The courtly universe depicted in this
immense narrative was both strange and familiar. After finishing the book, I
wanted to investigate the differences and similarities between Western and
Asian court cultures of the eleventh and twelfth centuries. I came up with the
idea of a course in which Genji would cross paths with Tristan and the voice of
the Countess of Dia would be echoed by that of Sei Shonagon. Before I knew it, I
was hooked on Heian court culture and indeed on the whole subject of court
culture. The result was an undergraduate seminar on courtly culture in three
distinct societies: twelfth-century France and Germany, Heian Japan (794-1185),
and sixteenth-century England. I taught the seminar three times in the Freshman
Seminar Program at Harvard University and once for the Program in Women's
Studies at the College of the Holy Cross. A literature scholar by training, I chose
to approach courtly culture mainly through works of poetry, fiction and drama.
My pedagogical goal, however, was to contextualize individual literary works
within a larger cultural history that would encompass court ritual, dress, codes
of conduct, visual art and dance. The amount of material proved to be immense.
Over the past two decades, medievalist-feminists have been writing with great
sophistication about the paradoxical centrality of women within Western courtly
literature and culture. The contradictions within the experience of Heian women
pose equally compelling questions. On the one hand, aristocratic women
participated in all the courtly arts and writers like Murasaki Shikibu and Sei
Shonagon are considered the greatest practitioners of Japanese classical prose. As
consorts and mothers, women could exercise considerable power at the imperial
court. On the other hand, Heian women lived mostly sequestered, confined lives,
and suffered from sexual exploitation and various forms of religious and social
stigmas. For all the profound differences in language, history, social structure,
cultural values, artforms, and indeed metaphysical systems that divide East
Asian civilizations from Western civilizations (and it is important to articulate
them), the issues concerning Heian and Western European women and courtly
culture intersect in intriguing ways. This teaching experience not only
challenged my own Eurocentric perspective, but also suggested new areas of
research, particularly on the subject of gender and material culture in court life.
The seminar's comparative element was a big part of its appeal and the cross-
cultural approach attracted some very gifted students who would not ordinarily
enroll in a course on the Middle Ages, especially one that required them to read
lots of poetry! The seminar format had definite advantages: it put students in
charge of their own learning, and the most motivated students produced
outstanding and original work. Instead of an exhaustive and systematic
approach to the topic (for which I was hardly equipped), this more experimental
format was intellectually open-ended. On the other hand, because I didn't give
"background" lectures, I had to ask the students to do heavy amounts of reading
aside from the core texts. It was not an experience for the faint of heart!
The topic of courts appealed mostly to women students. Very few men enrolled,
even though we spent much time reading about and discussing male courtier
culture. I modified the seminar each year as I learned more about the topic and
realized that my (mostly female) students' interests centered on women and
gender. All of the authors, with the exception of Shakespeare, Wyatt, and
Webster, were read in translation. By and large, my students, like myself, were
amateurs in the study of Japanese literature and history. A few were prospective
Asian studies majors, and their knowledge and enthusiasm energized the group.
Ideally, I would have co-taught the seminar with a specialist in Heian literature
or history; instead I did my best by reading extensively in the Anglophone
scholarly literature on Heian culture that I gathered myself or learned of through
consultations with Professor Janet A. Walker of Rutgers University and Professor
Meera Viswanathan of Brown University. Non-comparatist scholars of Heian
literature seemed less enthusiastic about my project. I suspect that the only
sustained scholarly dialogue between East Asian specialists and medievalists has
been between historians of feudalism. The intellectual potential for such
exchange exists, however, as I discovered during the faculty colloquium on
courtly literature in cross-cultural perspective I organized for Harvard's Center
for Literary and Cultural Studies in 1993.Scholars of Arabic, Chinese, Japanese,
Celtic, French, African, Sanskrit, Persian, Greek, and Hebrew literature engaged
in a lively exchange about both the unique and the potentially shared features of
courtly writing among the various traditions. More recently, a collection of
essays on women writers of medieval France and Heian Japan has been
announced. If I ever teach the seminar again, I might try to substitute a unit on
another non-Western court culture for the unit on sixteenth-century England. I'd
also like to incorporate more non-literary texts such as courtesy manuals,
household inventories, and visual materials of court architecture in order to
study how gender figures in the relationship between private and public space
in court life.
Instead of a syllabus, what follows is a chronological account of the seminar that
lists core readings and describes the principal themes of study and discussion. I
also include a bibliography for those interested in teaching about women and
court culture in literature and history.
Weeks 1-4: After a session in which we discussed the various meanings of the
terms "court," "courtier" and "courtliness," we spent four weeks studying the
courtly societies of the High European Middle Ages. Students read selected
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chapters from Colin Morris's The Discovery oftheIndividual, Joachim Bumke's
Courtly Culture, George Duby's A History ofPrivate Life, several of Marie de
France's Lais, Gottfried von Strassburg's Tristan andIsolde, and selected
troubadour and trobairitz songs. Students reported on the court of Henry II and
Eleanor of Aquitaine, misogyny and anti-courtliness in clerical culture, the
material culture of court life, and youth culture in twelfth-century France. We
compared and contrasted masculine and feminine perspectives on courtly love
in troubadour song, and students were extremely interested in gender ideologies
within the aristocratic marriage system in relation to the representation of desire
and courtship they discerned in the literary texts.
Weeks 5-7: The seminar spent three weeks studying the courtly society of Heian
Japan. As an introduction to the history and culture of Heian Japan, students
read Ivan Morris's The World of theShining Prince: Court Life in Ancient Japan and
excerpts from Lady Sei Shonagon's poetic diary, The Pillowbook. When I taught
the seminar at Harvard, students had access to the rich collection of Heian art at
Harvard's Sackler Museum and the Boston Museum of Fine Art. I was also able
to schedule viewings of the 1957 Japanese film version of The Tale ofGenji which
always intensified the alterity of Heian civilization. Students were shocked by
the scenes of sexual coercion perpetrated by the "effeminate" male hero: what,
they wondered, could explain the protagonist's combination of extreme
sensitivity and sympathy for women and his callous acts of rape and sexual
exploitation? (This was before the Paula Jones case hit the front page!) The group
heard reports on Heian women poets and diarists, the cultural construction of
the courtly body as evidenced in Heian court dress and bodily disciplines,
polygamy and court politics, and women courtiers and Buddhism. They read the
abridged edition of The Tale ofGenji, and selected waka (calligraphic poems
exchanged between courtiers).
Seminar participants reacted strongly to what they perceived as masochism
among Heian court women. They puzzled over the amount of sexual
promiscuity practiced within a culture of such elaborate decorum that
sequestered women behind screens and within separate compounds. Were there
no parallels with the medieval culture they had studied? I asked them. Students
also noticed the centrality of the incest theme in The Tale ofGenji, and were
interested in the numerous power struggles between wives and concubines. The
erotic and social significance attached to artfully dyed and layered court costume
in Heian narrative and painting impressed them, as did the fact that the texts
never describe the bodies (except for women's hair) beneath the elaborate robes.
Their insight suggests that the subject of bodies and clothing in courtly culture
deserves further comparative study. Students could draw on the ideas of E. Jane
Burns and James A. Schultz about gender, rank, and clothing in medieval
romance as possible models for interpreting Heian vestiary codes. Some students
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were intrigued by the differences between masculine ideals in medieval Western
and Heian court cultures, and the recurrent link between women and the
supernatural.
Weeks 9-13: As a prelude to the unit on sixteenth-century England, the group
spent a week studying Italian models of Renaissance court culture. Students read
excerpts from Castiglione's Book of the Courtier and selected sonnets by Petrarch.
There were reports on medieval and early modern courtesy manuals and women
in the Book ofthe Courtier. In studying Tudor and Elizabethan court culture,
students read Henry IV,Part I, poetry and sonnets by Wyatt, Sidney, and
Raleigh, As You Like It and The Duchess ofMalfi. Student reports addressed the
relationship between poetry and court conduct in the career of Sir Walter
Raleigh, the cult of Elizabeth I, and cross-dressing on the Renaissance stage. In
discussing Henry IV, Part I, we considered the conflict between the culture of
warriors and that of courtiers. After reading As You Like It, students debated
whether pastoral, in presenting a fictional alternative to the world of the court,
really offered a critique of female-male relations at court. When we turned to the
nightmare world of The Duchess ofMalfi, the discussion focused on anti-courtly
ideology and misogyny.
Week 14: For this "summing up" session, I asked students to prepare discussion
themes that dealt with all three societies. There were of course many more issues
than we could adequately discuss in two hours, but the session served as an
effective review and stimulated some fine papers. Among the many points of
comparison identified were the relationship between art and power in court life
(it seemed much stronger at the Heian court), gender and sexuality in court life,
conduct codes and the discipline of the body in court life, the difference between
gender hierarchy and rank, women as producers and consumers of courtly
culture, women's educations and their access to technologies of writing and
publication, comparisons between male and female writers in each culture, the
relativity of gender codes from culture to culture, the relationship between
courtly ideology and misogyny, the cultural significance of female subcultures
like that within the polygamous Heian court, and the relationship between
modern American codes of etiquette (or lack thereof) and the ideologies of
conduct they encountered in these premodern societies. Of course we didn't
come up with many definite conclusions. Whatever the specific topics of
discussion and debate, this was always the most exciting session of the semester.
Nancy A. Jones
Brandeis University
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